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FEITIAN and Elyctis Forge Strategic Partnership to Deliver the 
Cutting-edge of Identity Authentication and Verification Solutions 

 
 
 
PERTUIS, FRANCE and BEIJING, CHINA, August 7, 2023  – FEITIAN, a leading provider of 
identity authentication terminals, has collaborated with Elyctis to integrate their unique e-ID 
document readers into its latest authentication and verification devices, the V20 and V11. This 
partnership has resulted in advanced solutions capable of reading all e-passports, national e-ID 
cards, performing OCR recognition, and much more. These devices cater to various industries, 
including border control, government agencies, telecom and banks, offering robust data 
collection, biometric and enrollment and authentication capabilities. 
 
FEITIAN, headquartered in Beijing, China, has established itself as a global leader in identity 
authentication technology. By leveraging the expertise of Elyctis, an esteemed provider of e-ID 
documents reading solutions, FEITIAN has integrated their cutting-edge e-ID readers into its latest 
authentication terminals, the V20 and V11. This collaboration represents a significant 
advancement in delivering state-of-the-art technology for identity verification and data collection. 
 
The newly launched V20 and V11 authentication devices by FEITIAN offer unparalleled 
convenience and versatility. Equipped with Elyctis e-ID readers, these terminals empower 
organizations to read various types of identity documents, including e-passports and national e-
ID cards, while providing the most efficient OCR recognition capabilities. The integration of Elyctis 
e-ID readers ensures accurate data capture, even in challenging environments. 
 
The V20 authentication terminal is available in two variations: a standalone device and a device 
with a docking station. This flexibility allows users to choose the option that best suits their 
operational requirements. The V11 authentication terminal, on the other hand, offers a compact 
and portable solution for organizations on the go. 
 
FEITIAN's collaboration with Elyctis has enabled the V20 and V11 terminals to excel in critical 
applications such as border control, government agencies, telecom and banking sectors. These 
devices facilitate seamless data collection and authentication processes, ensuring enhanced 
security and efficiency in identity verification and KYC procedures. 
 
"We are thrilled to partner with Elyctis to integrate their exceptional e-ID reading technology into 
our authentication terminals," said Mr. Wang, Advanced Technology Manager of FEITIAN's ID 
terminal division. "The combination of FEITIAN's expertise in identity authentication and Elyctis' 
cutting-edge e-ID readers enables us to provide our customers with highly reliable and efficient 
solutions." 
 



 

 

Mr. Alexandre JOLY, CEO of Elyctis, added, "FEITIAN's commitment to delivering top-notch 
authentication solutions aligns perfectly with our vision. By integrating our e-ID readers into their 
terminals, we are jointly enabling organizations to streamline their data collection processes and 
enhance the accuracy of identity verification." 
 
FEITIAN's V20 and V11 authentication terminals with Elyctis ID readers are now available for 
organizations seeking robust and reliable solutions for data collection and authentication. To learn 
more about FEITIAN and its products, please visit their official website at www.ftsafe.com 
 
About FEITIAN 
 
Founded in 1998, FEITIAN Technologies Co., Ltd. is a leading global provider of identity 
authentication and payment solutions. With a focus on innovation and security, FEITIAN delivers 
advanced technology products to customers worldwide, including government agencies, financial 
institutions, and enterprises. FEITIAN's product range includes authentication tokens, smart cards, 
biometric solutions, and mobile security solutions.  
 
More information at https://www.ftsafe.com 
  
About Elyctis 
 
Created in 2008, Elyctis mission is to supply system integrators with mobile and fixed hardware to 
access data of eIDs (NICs, passports, resident permits, driving licenses). The company specializes 
in the development, industrialization, production and marketing of readers and terminals 
dedicated to Secure Identity Documents including e-passports, e-ID cards, e-driver licenses, … 
The company, which now employs 25 people, has a longstanding expertise in eID projects, as 
well as hardware and software developments, especially in the combination of optics, antenna 
design, high security software and integration. Elyctis sells its products through its network of 
distributors and systems integrators, to whom it provides a development environment to facilitate 
the use of its readers. Elyctis is headquartered in Pertuis, France, and has a sales office in Asia 
(Hong Kong) and Africa (Dakar) 
  
More information at www.elyctis.com 
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Alexandre JOLY, CEO, +33 6 27 71 37 68, press@elyctis.com 
 
 

 


